Study Guide for Test 11

N.B. This is not meant to be an exhaustive list of the materials that may be considered on the upcoming test, but rather a general guideline to help frame your preparation and study.

I. Dates

Kings’ reigns during the Hundred Years’ War
Battle of Agincourt
Siege of Orléans
Battle of Crécy

II. People/Places/Ideas/Events

Edward III Charles VI
Richard II House of Valois
Henry V of England House of Lancaster
Henry VI of England Philip VI
Peace of Brétigny John II
Treaty of Troyes Battle of Agincourt
Siege of Orléans Battle of Crécy
Joan of Arc Henry IV of England
Charles VII Geoffrey Chaucer

III. Things to Think About

1. Be able to explain the causes and events of the Hundred Years’ War.

2. Be able to explain the outcome of each phase of the Hundred Years’ War as well as the terms of any treaty ending the phase.